In this paper we examine the effects of elastic information-processing capacity (or elastic attention) proposed in Sims (2010) on international consumption and income correlations in a tractable small open economy (SOE) model with exogenous income processes. We find that in the presence of capital mobility in financial markets, elastic attention due to fixed information-processing cost lowers the international consumption correlations by generating heterogeneous consumption adjustments to income shocks across countries facing different macroeconomic uncertainty. In addition, we show that elastic attention can also improve the model's predictions for the other key moments of the joint dynamics of consumption and income. Finally, we show that the main conclusions of our benchmark model do not change in an extension with capital accumulation.
Introduction
Standard international real business cycle models have difficulty explaining some stylized facts in open economies. One of the major inconsistencies between the models' predictions and the empirical evidence concerns cross-county consumption and income correlations. Specifically, in a canonical open economy model under the complete market assumption, risk averse consumers will insure country-specific risk using international financial markets, which leads to highly, even fully correlated consumption regardless of output (or income) correlations. 1 However, the empirical evidence suggests that cross-country consumption is far from perfectly correlated; in fact they are lower than output (or income) correlation in most cases. 2 Backus, Kehoe and Kydland (1992) call this inconsistency the "most striking discrepancy" between data and theory (Henceforth, the BKK puzzle).
In this paper, we propose a novel explanation for the BKK puzzle by incorporating optimal (or elastic) attention into an otherwise standard small open economy (SOE) model. Specifically, we follow Sims (2010) and assume that consumers face fixed information-processing costs and thus have only limited and elastic information-processing capacity when making major economic decisions. Consequently, consumers cannot perfectly observe the state of the economy and learn the true state using noisy observations. They thus optimally choose information-processing capacity and make decisions based on perceived information. 3 After solving our benchmark model explicitly, we show that the elastic attention mechanism can help endogenously generate heterogenous and gradual consumption adjustments to income shocks across countries, and thus make the model fit the data better in explaining international consumption and income correlations as well as some other key stochastic properties of the joint dynamics of consumption and income in individual countries.
By inspecting the mechanism of our benchmark model, we find that there are three competing forces that determine the dynamics of consumption and income in our benchmark model. The first channel is the slow adjustment channel. Specifically, if the home country and the rest of the world have the same degree of slow adjustment, imperfect state observations generate gradual responses of consumption growth to income shocks, and the channel has no impact on the crosscountry correlation because its impacts on consumption variance and cross-country consumption covariance are cancelled out. The second channel is the common noise channel. The common noise from imperfect observations reduces consumption correlations across countries because it increases consumption volatility while having no effect on the covariance of consumption across countries. 1 See Chapter 6 in Obstfeld and Rogoff (1996) for a textbook treatment on this topic. 2 Table 1 of this paper reports the cross-country consumption and income correlations using the G-7 data. 3 The assumption is also consistent with a phycology theory on elastic attention proposed in Kahneman (1973) .
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The third channel is the elastic attention channel. Consumers facing fixed information-processing costs optimally choose their information-processing capacity and thus the speed of adjustment to consumption. The gap between heterogenous responses of consumption to income has the potential to lower the cross-country consumption correlation. It is worth noting that this channel is different from that obtained in the rational inattention model with fixed capacity (e.g., Sims 2003 and Luo 2008) . Specifically, when the marginal cost of processing information is fixed while the optimal information-processing capacity can be adjusted in response to fundamental shocks, both the variance of noise and the speed of adjustment depend on the amount of fundamental uncertainty, which differs across countries by nature. This endogenous variation in the optimal information-processing capacity is the underlying mechanism that generates greater heterogeneity and thus lower cross-country consumption correlations.
To the best of our knowledge, most of the previous efforts to solve the BKK puzzle assume that consumers have infinite information-processing ability. In contrast, as shown in Sims (2003 Sims ( , 2010 , the rational inattention hypothesis can provide a micro-foundation for modeling stickiness, randomness and delays observed in economic behavior. 4 This paper considers an important application of RI and shows that it can help to better understand international comovements.
Our paper is closely related to Luo, Nie, and Young (2014) . They examine the effects of model uncertainty due to a concern over model misspecification (robustness) on international consumption correlations in a SOE real business cycles (RBC) model. In their economy, agents make optimal decisions while bearing in mind that the model is misspecified in some unknown way. By contrast, this paper tackles the problem from a different angle where agents trust their models, but are unable to process all required information due to limited information capacity when making decisions. This paper is also related to the SOE model with habit formation proposed in Fuhrer and Klein (2006) . They find that with habit formation, a common interest rate shock can generate a positive consumption correlation even when no risk sharing exists. Therefore, risk diversification is even less prevalent than standard empirical tests suggest, worsening the puzzle.
This mechanism is similar to the slow adjustment channel discussed above.
There are other extensions proposed in the literature to tackle the BKK puzzle. For example, Devereux, Gregory, and Smith (1992) apply nonseperable utility to generate more realistic cross-country consumption correlations but fail to make them consistently lower than output correlations. Stockman and Tesar (1995) show that the presence of nontraded goods in the complete-market model can improve, though not resolve, the problem. Engel and Wang (2011) show in their two-sector two-country model that introducing durable goods can better explain 4 See Luo (2008) and Maćkowiak and Wiederholt (2009) for the applications of RI in the consumption and firm decisions within the linear-quadratic-Gaussian setting.
the observed behavior of trade and the consumption correlation when the technology innovations in both durable and nondurable goods sectors are highly correlated. Colacito, Croce, Ho, and Howard (2014) document a new anomaly that a canonical international RBC model cannot explain, i.e., capital outflow in response to a positive long-run productivity shock. Although they find that introducing the Epstein-Zin recursive preference can help resolve this puzzle and improves the model's predictions of the high equity premium and the volatility of the exchange rate, the consumption correlation in their model is slightly higher than the output correlation. Another competing theory in the literature is the presence of demand shocks. (See, for example, Wen 2007 and Bai and Ríos-Rull 2015.) It is worth noting that the presence of demand shocks has the potential to reduce the consumption correlation to a realistic level at the cost of excessive volatility of consumption relative to output. This mechanism is similar to the common noise channel of our elastic attention model. In addition, some efforts have also been devoted to examining how 2 Benchmark: Full-information Rational Expectations Small Open Economy Model
Model Setup
In this section we present a full-information rational expectations (FI-RE) version of a small open economy (SOE) model and will discuss how to incorporate rational inattention (RI) into this stylized model in the next section. Following the incomplete financial market literature, we consider an economy with a continuum of ex ante identical consumers and assume that the only asset that is traded internationally is a risk-free bond. Following Glick and Rogoff (1995) and Obstfeld and Rogoff (1996) , we formulate the FI-RE SOE model as
subject to the flow budget constraint
where u(c t ) = − (c − c t ) 2 /2 is the utility function, 5 c t is consumption, c is the bliss point, R ≥ 1 is the exogenous and constant gross world interest rate, b t is the amount of the risk-free world bond held at the beginning of period t, y t is real income in period t, and E 0 [·] is the typical consumer's expectation operator conditional on his processed information at time 0. 6 Here we assume that the household sector takes y t as given to keep our model tractable. Incorporating the firm sector and modelling investment decisions explicitly do not change the main results in this paper. The model assumes perfect capital mobility in that domestic consumers have access to the bond offered by the rest of the world and that the real return on this bond is the same across countries. In other words, the world risk-free bond provides a mechanism for domestic households to smooth consumption using the international capital market. Finally we assume that the no-Ponzi-scheme condition is satisfied.
A similar problem can be formulated for the rest of the world (ROW). We use an asterisk (" * ") to represent the rest of the world variables. For example, we assume that y * t is the aggregate income of the rest of the world (G7, OECD, or EU). Furthermore, we assume that the domestic endowment and the ROW endowment are correlated.
Let βR = 1; optimal consumption is then determined by permanent income:
where
is the expected present value of lifetime resources, consisting of financial wealth (the risk free foreign bond) plus human wealth. From (3), we can see that uncertainty does not explicitly appear in the consumption function and thus the certainty equivalence holds.
In order to facilitate the introduction of the rational inattention hypothesis, we follow Luo (2008) and Luo, Nie, and Young (2015) , and reduce the multivariate model with a general income 5 Our main results do not change if we adopt the constant-absolute-risk-aversion (CARA) utility function, u (ct) = − exp (−αct) /α, where α > 0 is the coefficient of absolute risk aversion. This main reason for this result is that the stochastic property of the joint dynamics of consumption and income is mainly determined by the marginal propensity to consume out of expected total wealth, and the CARA and LQ specifications have the same MPC. Of course, under imperfect state observations we need to assume that the loss function due to imperfect observations is still approximately quadratic even if the utility function is CARA. 6 Here we ignore the investment and government spending components.
process to a univariate model with iid innovations to permanent income s t that can be solved analytically. 7 Letting s t be defined as a new state variable, we can reformulate the SOE model as
subject to
where the time (t + 1) innovation to permanent income can be written as
v(s 0 ) is the consumer's value function under FI-RE. Under the FI-RE hypothesis, this model with quadratic utility leads to the well-known random walk result of Hall (1978) :
which relates changes in consumption to income innovations. 8 In this case, the change in consumption depends neither on the past history of labor income nor on anticipated changes in labor income.
As argued in Hansen (1987) and Cochrane (Chapter 2, 2005), the above endowment economy model can be regarded as a general equilibrium model with a linear production technology.
Specifically, in our model setting, R can be regarded as the return on technology and is not yet the interest rate (the equilibrium rate of return on one-period claims to consumption). As proposed in Cochrane (2005) , we first find optimal consumption in the model and then price one-period claims using the equilibrium consumption stream. Denoting the risk free rate by R f , we have the following Euler equation for the home country:
is the consumer's expectation operator conditional on his processed information at time t. That is, the equilibrium interest rate, R f , is the same as the exogenously specified return on the technology, R. Since the rest of the world has the same value of the discount factor β and faces the similar Euler equation, it is straightforward to show that both the home country and the rest of world face the same equilibrium interest rate.
As mentioned before, we adopt the small-open economy model with a constant interest rate and quadratic utility rather than a two-country general equilibrium model with the constant-relativerisk-averse (CRRA) utility (e.g., Kollman 1996) for two reasons. First, most existing RI models assume that the objective functions are quadratic and the state transition equations are linear;
consequently, the Gaussian ex post distribution of the state is optimal, which greatly simplifies the model. As shown in Sims (2006) , fully solving non-LQG models is extremely difficult; the models solved in those papers have either very short horizons or extremely simple setups due to numerical obstacles -the state of the world is the distribution of the state and this distribution is not well-behaved (it is not generally a member of a known class of distributions, making it difficult to characterize with a small number of moments). 9 Second, there is no two-country general equilibrium in which the general equilibrium interest rate is constant. 10 Specifically, consider a simple FI-RE two-country general equilibrium model in which the home country's budget constraint and consumption decision are characterized by (2) and (3), respectively, and the agents in the foreign country solve the same problem in which its variables are denoted with an asterisk. 11 In general equilibrium, the bond market-clearing condition is
By Walras' law, (8) implies that the global resource constraint should also hold for all t:
where y w t denotes exogenously given current world output. Using the expected resource constraint,
we can easily obtain the expression for the general equilibrium interest rate:
9 Note that within the LQ setting, the first two moments are sufficient to characterize the distribution of the state. 10 Note that in our model setting, the resulting stochastic interest rate may make our RI model intractable because it is no longer a LQG specification and thus the first two moments are not sufficient to characterize the whole distribution of the true state. 11 Note that here we relax the assumption that βR = 1 so that β could be different in the two countries.
However, given that c t−1 = (R − 1) s t−1 and c * t−1 = (R − 1) s * t−1 , the right-hand side of (10) is a time-(t − 1) random variable, i.e., there is no constant R such that (10) holds. It is obvious that this argument also holds for the RI model as both c t−1 and c * t−1 are random variables at t − 1.
Estimating Income Processes
We follow the intertemporal consumption literature (Quah, 1990; Pischke, 1995; Luo, Nie and Young, 2015) and assume that the income process in the home country, y t , consists of two components, a random walk and a white noise:
where y p t and y i t are the permanent and transitory income components, respectively, and ε t and ǫ t are orthogonal iid shocks with mean 0 and variance ω 2 and ω 2 ǫ , respectively. For the rest of the world (ROW), income is assumed to have similar processes:
where ε * t and ǫ * t are orthogonal iid shocks with with mean 0 and variance ω * 2 and ω * 2 ǫ , respectively. In addition, we allow contemporaneous correlations between the SOE and the ROW, corr(ε, ε * ) = η > 0 and corr(ǫ, ǫ * ) = ρ > 0.
Since ∆y t = ε t + ǫ t − ǫ t−1 and ∆y * t = ε * t + ǫ * t − ǫ * t−1 , the international correlation of income growth can be written as:
Using annual GDP data from 1950 − 2010 from Penn World Tables (version 7.1), we find that income volatility is mainly due to permanent shocks for G-7 countries. For example, ω 2 = 186523.2 2 and ω 2 ǫ = 2.5 2 for the U.S. That is, ω ≫ ω ǫ . This empirical result is consistent with the literature on estimating the two-component income process. For example, Quah (1990) proposes this specification and argues that it has the potential to solve the excess smoothness puzzle in consumption. He estimates that the transitory income component accounts for 1% to 2% of total variance of consumption. Luo et al. (2015) find that the ω ǫ /ω ratio is 0.0061 using quarterly US data over the period of 1955 − 2012. The relative variance of the transitory shock to the permanent shock remains small for other G-7 countries and different versions of PWT real GDP data. 12 Therefore, we will focus on the permanent income component for the rest of our discussion.
The cross country income correlation can be approximated as follows:
Under the income specification, the innovation to life-time wealth can be reduced to
Implications for Cross-Country Consumption Correlations
In the FI-RE model proposed in Section 2.1, consumption growth can be written as
which means that consumption growth is white noise and the impulse response of consumption to the income shock is flat with an immediate upward jump in the initial period that persists indefinitely. It is worth noting that this consumption behavior does not fit the data well. As has been well documented in the consumption literature (e.g., Reis 2006), the impulse response of aggregate consumption to aggregate income takes a hump-shaped form, which means that aggregate consumption growth reacts to income shocks gradually. In Sections 3 and 4, we will
show that introducing elastic attention can help generate more realistic impulse responses of consumption to income.
Given that consumption dynamics in the ROW is
the international consumption correlation can thus be written as
Note that this prediction would not be consistent with the empirical evidence, as international consumption correlations are lower than output correlations for most pairs of countries. (See Table 1 for the consumption-income correlations in the four relatively small countries in the G7.) 12 For the other G7 countries, the transitory-permanent variance ratios are 0.00009, 0.0148, 0.00013, 0.0019, 0.00051, and 0.0340 for Canada, France, UK, Italy, Japan and Germany, respectively. Shannon channel capacity to observe the state of the world. Specifically, we use the concept of entropy from information theory to characterize the uncertainty about a random variable; the reduction in entropy is thus a natural measure of information flow. 13 With finite capacity κ ∈ (0, ∞) , the state variable s following a continuous distribution cannot be observed without error and thus the information set at time t + 1, I t+1 , is generated by the entire history of noisy signals
. Agents with finite capacity will choose a new signal s *
that reduces their uncertainty about the state variable s t+1 as much as possible. Formally, this idea can be described by the information constraint
where κ is the typical consumer's information channel capacity, H (s t+1 | I t ) denotes the entropy of the state prior to observing the new signal at t + 1, and H (s t+1 | I t+1 ) is the entropy after observing the new signal. Finally, following the literature, we suppose that the prior distribution of s t+1 is Gaussian.
Under the linear-quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) setting, as has been shown in Sims (2003 Sims ( , 2010 , 14 In addition, Maćkowiak and Wiederholt (2009) also show that when the variables being tracked follow a stationary Gaussian process, signals which take the form of "true state plus white noise error" (i.e., s * t+1 = s t+1 +ξ t+1 , where ξ t+1 is the iid endogenous noise due to RI) are optimal. Specifically, within the LQG setting, the information-processing constraint, (19) , can be reduced
Since this constraint is always binding, we can compute the value of the steady state conditional 13 Formally, entropy is defined as the expectation of the negative of the (natural) log of the density function,
The entropy of a discrete distribution with equal weight on two points is simply E [ln (f (s))] = −0.5 ln (0.5) − 0.5 ln (0.5) = 0.69, and the unit of information contained in this distribution is 0.69 "nats". In this case, an agent can remove all uncertainty about s if the capacity devoted to monitoring s is κ = 0.69 nats. 14 This result is often assumed as a matter of convenience in signal extraction models with exogenous noises, and RI can rationalize this assumption.
variance Σ: Σ = ω 2 ζ / exp (2κ) − R 2 . Given this expression for Σ and assuming that the noisy signal takes the following form:
where ξ t ∼ N (0, Λ), we can use the usual formula for updating the conditional variance of a Gaussian distribution Σ to recover the variance of the endogenous noise (Λ):
where Ψ = R 2 Σ + ω 2 ζ is the posterior variance of the state. Note that the specification in (21) is standard in the signal extraction literature and captures the situation where agents happen or choose to have imperfect knowledge of the underlying shocks. 15 Since imperfect observations of the state lead to welfare losses, agents use the processed information to estimate the true state. 16 Specifically, we assume that households use the Kalman filter to update the perceived state s t = E t [s t ] after observing new signals in the steady state in which the conditional variance of s t , Σ t = var t (s t ), has converged to a constant Σ:
where θ = 1 − exp (−2κ) is the Kalman gain (i.e., the observation weight). 17
Combining (5) with (22), we obtain the following equation governing the perceived state s t :
is the innovation to the mean of the distribution of perceived permanent income,
is the estimation error where L is the lag operator, and E t [η t+1 ] = 0. Note that η t+1 can be rewritten as
Expression (26) clearly shows that the estimation error reacts to the fundamental shock positively, while it reacts to the noise shock negatively. In 15 Note that this noisy signal specification is consistent with that adopted in traditional signal extraction models with exogenous noises. See Angeletos addition, the importance of the estimation error decreases with θ. More specifically, as θ increases, the first term in (26) becomes less important because (1 − θ) ζ t in the numerator decreases, and the second term also becomes less important because the importance of ξ t decreases as θ increases. 18 Following Sims (2010) and , we assume that consumers minimize the mean square error (MSE) due to imperfect observations under finite information-processing capacity. Assuming a constant information cost λ, the filtering problem can be written as:
where Σ t is variance of s t after collecting time t information, while R 2 Σ t−1 + ω 2 ζ is the variance before information collection. This minimization problem demonstrates consumer's trade-off between the uncertainty of the perceived state and the cost attached to the reduction in uncertainty.
In an extreme case when information is costless, i.e., λ → 0, there is no informational friction as in the FI-RE model, Σ = 0; on the contrary, when λ → ∞, Σ → ∞, i.e., no information will be collected. The optimal steady state conditional variance can be solved as
where λ ≡ λ/ω 2 ζ . s t is governed by the Kalman filtering equation
The Kalman gain θ measures how much uncertainty can be removed. It is positively related to the capacity chosen to process information. Following Luo and Young (2014), θ can be obtained Figure 1 clearly shows that the value of θ increases with the level of macroeconomic uncertainty measured by ω 2 ζ (i.e., ∂θ/∂ω 2 ζ > 0). That is, the higher the income uncertainty, the more capacity is devoted to monitoring the evolution of the state. With a fixed information-processing cost λ, the agent is allowed to adjust the optimal level of capacity and attention in such a way that the marginal cost of information-processing for the problem at hand remains constant. This result is consistent with the concept of "elastic" capacity proposed in Kahneman (1973) . 18 Note that when θ = 1, var (ξt+1) = 0.
Under RI, optimal consumption is
and the change in consumption can be expressed as
Similarly, in the ROW, we have
From these expressions, it is clear that consumption adjusts gradually to income shocks instead of fully adjusting immediately. When θ < 1, the true state is no longer observable due to the existence of the consumer's endogenous information noises ξ. Through gradual learning and adjustment, inattention opens up for past income shocks and information noises to affect the current consumption decision. As the consumer pays less attention (smaller θ), these shocks become more important. When θ = 1, the true state can be observed and past shocks are not informative, hence the above expression reduces to ∆c t = (R − 1)ζ t , which is the same as in the full information model. For different countries, their domestic fundamental uncertainty can affect optimal consumption decisions through θ and its interaction with ξ. Different volatility of income shocks leads to different levels of θ. The higher θ is, the more new information a country processes. Different levels of θ then lead to different adjustments of consumption. This helps explain why consumption correlation is in general lower than income correlation.
It is worth noting that a constant-absolute-risk-aversion (CARA) version of the RI-SOE model and our benchmark model are observationally equivalent in the sense that they lead to the same dynamics of aggregate consumption and savings. The key reason is that the CARA specification introduces a constant precautionary saving term into the consumption function but has no impact on the MPC out of expected total wealth. 19 
Aggregation
Since the economy consists of a continuum of identical consumers, we now need to discuss the aggregation problem. Sims (2003) argues that a considerable part of the idiosyncratic responses is 19 Of course, to rationalize the RI hypothesis, we need to assume that the optimality of ex post Gaussianity holds approximately when the utility function is negative exponential. The detailed proof of this result is available from the corresponding author by request.
common across individuals despite the heterogeneity of information noises induced by each individual's own inattention. Aggregating across all individual consumers facing the same aggregate income process using (56) yields the expression of the change in aggregate consumption:
where i denotes a particular individual, E i [·] is the population average, and
Assume that ξ t consists of two independent noises:
and ξ i t are the common and idiosyncratic components of the error generated by ζ t , respectively. Define a single parameter,
to measure the common source of coded information on the aggregate component (or the relative importance of ξ t vs. ξ t ). 20 Idiosyncratic noises are cancelled out after aggregation while the common noise remains. 21 
Implications for Cross-Country Consumption Correlations
The following proposition summarizes how the aggregation factor affects the cross-country consumption correlation:
Proposition 1 Given µ, the cross-country consumption correlation can be written as corr(∆c, ∆c * ) ≈ Π corr(∆y, ∆y * ),
20 In a recent paper, Angeletos and La'O (2010) show how dispersed information about the aggregate productivity shock contributes to significant noise in the business cycle and helps explain cyclical variations in Solow residuals and labor wedges. 21 Black (2010) also argues that an idiosyncratic shock along a given dimension (for different types of agents)
might not be independent from agent to agent and can have a substantial aggregate effect. See Part III of Black (2010) for a detailed discussion on the law of large numbers.
Proof. See Appendix 7.1.
When θ = θ * = 1, Π = 1, which means the consumption correlation should be as high as the income correlation, which contradicts the empirical findings. Introducing elastic attention (λ > 0 and θ < 1) has three distinct effects on the consumption correlation:
1. The slow propagation channel (θ = θ * < 1): If we shut down the endogenous RI-induced noises, RI only introduces slow adjustment into the model. The mechanism reduces the variance of consumption growth and the covariance of cross-country consumption by the same magnitude such that the consumption correlation remains the same. Note that in this case, µ = 0 and (35) reduces to Π =
, which equals 1 when θ = θ * .
The common noise channel:
The presence of the endogenous noise (ξ), which is uncorrelated across countries, increases the variance of consumption without changing the cross-country covariance, and thus reduces the consumption correlation.
The elastic attention channel:
The consumption correlation is further reduced by the difference between θ and θ * . As θ and θ * deviate further from each other, the consumption correlation becomes smaller relative to the income correlation.
For the slow adjustment channel, it is worth noting that this channel of consumption correlation is similar to that of three other models: the habit formation model, the model with incomplete information about income, and the inattentiveness and infrequent adjustment model. The main reason is that all of these hypotheses lead to slow adjustment in aggregate consumption. Habit formation has been modelled directly as a structure of preferences in which psychological factors make consumers prefer gradual adjustment in consumption; consequently, consumption volatility is more painful than it would be in the absence of habits. The key difference between habit formation and RI without noises is that slow adjustment in consumption under habit formation is optimal because consumers are assumed to prefer to smooth not only consumption but also consumption growth, while slow consumption adjustment under RI is optimal because capacity constraints make consumers take more time to acquire and process information. Therefore, habit formation by itself cannot help resolve the cross-country consumption correlation puzzle. This is consistent with the conclusion obtained in a habit formation model proposed by Fuhrer and Klein (2006) .
The slow adjustment mechanism can also be generated by assuming that consumers cannot distinguish the two components of income specified in (11)- (13) . 22 Specifically, following Muth 22 Boz, Daude, and Durdu (2011) incorporate this type of incomplete information into a SOE-RBC model and examine how it affects business cycle dynamics in emerging markets.
(1960) and Pischke (1991) , given that the change in income is
the best forecast is to recognize that ∆y t+1 is a moving-average process of order one:
where the innovation, ν t , with mean 0 and variance ω 2 ν , is not a fundamental driving process -it contains information on current and lagged permanent and transitory income shocks. Equating the variances and autocorrelation coefficients of the original and derived processes, (36) and (37), we have
where ̺ = −ω 2 ǫ / ω 2 + 2ω 2 ǫ and α ∈ [0, 1] will be large if the variance of the transitory shock ω 2 ǫ is large relative to the variance of the permanent shock ω 2 and will converge to 0 as ω 2 ǫ approaches to 0. Following the same procedure in Section 2.1, we can solve for the expression for the change in aggregate consumption as follows:
where the slow adjustment mechanism is captured by the factor 1/ (1 − α · L). Under incomplete information, the presence of the transitory shock plays a role in strengthening the inertial responses to the aggregate income shock because α is a function of the variance of the transitory shock.
If α is a large value, the effect will be initially small but highly persistent. However, given that ω 2 ≫ ω 2 ǫ in our estimation using the U.S. data, we can easily calculate that α is close to 0. In other words, given the estimated income process, the propagation mechanism in the IC model is extremely weak, and the expression for the changes in consumption is almost identical to the one we obtained in our benchmark model.
The inattentiveness and infrequent adjustment model is proposed in Reis (2006) . Specifically, Reis (2006) assumes that during the intervals of inattentiveness, consumption dynamics are determined by the standard determinant consumer's optimizing problem and consumption is determined by the standard stochastic consumer problem at the adjustment dates. Reis then finds that aggregate consumption growth between two consecutive periods, t and t + 1, in the model economy can be written as ∆c t+1 = constant + Ψ (0) e t+1 + Ψ (1) e t + · · · + Ψ (I) e t+1−I ,
where Ψ (s) ≥ Ψ (s + 1) ≥ 0 for s = 1, 2, · · ·, I, and {e t } are mutually uncorrelated "news" unpredictable one period ahead. Expression (39) reveals that aggregate consumption exhibits slow adjustment because "news" diffuses across all individuals slowly. This conclusion is therefore also consistent with that obtained in our RI model without noises.
For the common noise channel, Expression (34) shows that the higher the value of µ (i.e., the common noise is more important), the higher the variance of consumption growth and the lower the international consumption correlation. Figures 4 and 5 show that the consumption correlation is decreasing with µ for any given values of θ.
The last channel is identified uniquely in our elastic attention model, in which the attention levels, θ and θ * , are optimally chosen by consumers based on their own domestic countries' income uncertainty. Income uncertainty in two economies are different by nature, which leads to different levels of attention. Figure 3 shows how Π varies with the value of θ for a given θ * .
To further explore the impact of elastic attention on the consumption correlation, we consider a special case in which all noises are idiosyncratic (µ = 0). In this case, we have the following expression for the change in aggregate consumption
Similarly, we can obtain the change in ROW's aggregate consumption
The consumption correlation between the two countries becomes corr(∆c RI t , ∆c * RI t ) ≈ Π corr(∆y t , ∆y * t ),
Since µ = 0, the endogenous noise component disappears. The heterogeneity across countries introduced by elastic capacity depends on the difference between θ and θ * . When θ = θ * , Π = 1, which gives the same predictions as the standard FI-RE model. As the difference between θ and θ * increases, the consumption correlation becomes smaller relative to the income correlation.
Comparing the implications of the consumption correlation obtained in the only-common-noise case (µ = 1), and the no-common-noise case (µ = 0), we have Π ∈ [Π, Π], where
We proceed to vary the two parameters, µ and θ * , to show the implications from different models quantitatively. We have two interesting findings. First, given the difference between θ and θ * , the consumption correlation decreases with µ. A higher value of µ means that the common noise plays a more important role in reducing the correlation. Second, given µ, corr(∆c, ∆c * )
is increasing in θ * , which is the same as in the representative agent model (µ = 1). As we can see from Table 3 , our model can fit the data better for many combinations of the two parameter values. For example, for France, when θ = 0.8 and µ = 0.8 (i.e., 80% of uncertainty is removed upon new signals and 80% of the noise information is remained after aggregation), the RI model predicts that corr(∆c, ∆c * ) = 0.42, which is very close to the empirical counterpart, 0.41.
Implications for Other Stochastic Properties of Consumption
Given the exogenous income process and the consumption rule, we can readily obtain other key stochastic properties of the joint dynamics of consumption and income under elastic attention.
The following proposition summarizes the implications of elastic attention for the relative volatility, persistence, and correlation with output of consumption in the home country:
Proposition 2 Under RI, the relative volatility of consumption change to income change (i.e., the excess smoothness ratio) can be written as:
the first-order autocorrelation of consumption change is
and the contemporaneous correlation between consumption change and income change is corr(∆c, ∆y) = 1
(45)
Proof. See Appendix 7.2.
Using these explicit expressions, Figure 6 illustrates how RI affects the three key stochastic properties of consumption and income. It is clear from this figure that for given values of µ, the relative consumption volatility and the consumption-output correlation are increasing with the degree of attention, and the first-order autocorrelation of consumption is decreasing with the degree of attention. The intuition for these results is that the slow adjustment channel dominates the common noise channel when the aggregation factor is not very high. In addition, as we can also see from Table 7 , for most of the combinations, our model fits the data better. Compared to the benchmark model, we can obtain a positive first-order consumption autocorrelation and relative volatility of consumption to income less than 1.
When µ is sufficiently high, the consumption correlation is decreasing in θ, because the noise channel (the presence of ξ t ) dominates the slow propagation channel (the 1 − (1 − θ)R · L term).
The volatility of consumption is decreasing in θ due to less induced noises. When µ is not sufficiently high, rv is increasing in θ since the slow propagation channel takes control and increases volatility as θ goes up. Note that in the representative agent model, the excess smoothness ratio is θ 1−(1−θ)R 2 ≥ 1. Imperfectly observing the state reduces the ability to smooth consumption and thus results in excess volatility of consumption. On the other hand, rv =
For example, if θ = 40% and µ = 0.1, the model predicts that rv = 0.52, which is close to its empirical counterpart in the U.S. data (around 0.54).
Given a fixed µ, the autocorrelation of consumption growth is decreasing with θ since the response of consumption to the noise has a negative relationship with consumption growth over time. The consumption-income correlation is increasing in θ given a fixed µ. A reduction in µ leads to a higher autocorrelation and a higher consumption-income correlation. The intuition is that more idiosyncratic noises are cancelled out and the noise channel reduces the variance of consumption growth by a smaller amount, while the covariance between consumption growth and income growth remains the same.
Quantitative Implications

Data
We use annual data between 1950 and 2010 from Penn World Tables (PWT), both version 7.1 and version 8.0, to study the consumption-income correlation between each of the four smaller economies of the G7 (Canada, Italy, UK and France) and the rest of the world economy. All variables are at 2005 constant prices. The ROW economy with respect to each country is constructed using the weighted average of the G7 countries excluding the domestic country. The correlation between Canada and the U.S. is also studied as a special case. The U.S. is treated as ROW to Canada since over 70% of Canada's international trade is with the U.S. (Miyamoto and Nguyen, 2014) . We will discuss more about this pair of countries in Section 4.3. Table 1 demonstrates the international consumption correlation puzzle. The puzzle persists in both per capita data and aggregate data. In this paper, we choose to discuss aggregate data, which is more consistent with our discussion of aggregation in the model. Table 2 summarizes the key empirical findings. The numbers in parentheses are GMM-corrected standard errors.
Parameter Values
We choose the fixed Kalman gain for the rest of the world, θ * , to fit the consumption-income dynamics within the ROW. For the four ROWs we constructed and the U.S. economy, sd(∆c * )/sd(∆y * ) ∈ In the following analysis, for tractability, we assume that the value of θ * is set to fall in the range of [0.5, 1]. It is worth noting that a less-than-one value of θ can be rationalized by examining the welfare effects of limited capacity. 23 In the RI literature, to explain the observed aggregate fluctuations and the effects of monetary policy on the macroeconomy, the calibrated values of θ are lower and deviate more from the FI-RE case.
For example, Adam (2007) found θ = 0.4 based on the response of aggregate output to monetary policy shocks. Luo (2008) found that if θ = 0.5, the otherwise standard permanent income model generates a realistic relative volatility of consumption to labor income. Maćkowiak and Wiederholt (2009) find that given a total information flow of 133 bits, the decision-maker of the typical firm only allocates 0.76 bit of information flow to tracking aggregate technology and 0.41 bit to tracking monetary policy. Therefore, the exogenous capacity given in our model can be regarded as a shortcut to small fractions of consumers' total capacity used to monitor their total resources hit by the innovation to total resources. It is worth noting that although the value of θ in this range is not a large number and is well below the total information-processing ability of human beings, it is not unreasonable in practice for ordinary consumers because they also face many other competing demands on capacity.
The value of λ * can be recovered by solving equation (29) . Given that λ * ≡ λ * /ω * 2 ζ and that both domestic country and ROW consumers are facing a stable information cost, i.e., λ = λ * , we
Plugging the expression for λ back into Equation ( correlations between Canada and the U.S. Table 3 compares the cross-country consumption correlations between the FI-RE and RI models with different values of the Kalman gain of the ROW (θ * ) and the aggregation factor (µ). (The first column summarizes the empirical findings from the data.) Our key result here is that introducing RI improves the performance of the model in terms of matching the cross-country consumption and income correlations. As shown in the second column of Table 3 , the FI-RE model predicts that the consumption correlations are almost as high as the income correlations.
Main Results
In contrast, as shown in the last five columns corresponding to different values of θ * , we can see that introducing elastic attention can generate much lower consumption correlations, which fit the data better. For example, the FI-RE model predicts that the consumption correlation between Canada and the ROW is 0.83 and can be reduced to its empirical counterpart, 0.56, in the elastic attention model when θ * = 0.9 and µ = 0.3. In addition, we can see that in the µ = 0 case (i.e., all of the RI-induced noises are cancelled out after aggregation), the correlation is reduced to 0.66 when θ * = 0.9 and 0.59 when θ * = 0.5. Given the value of µ, it is clear from the table that the correlation is decreasing with the degree of attention because the elastic attention channel becomes more and more important as the degree of inattention increases. Furthermore, we can see from the table that the correlation is also decreasing with µ because the common noise channel becomes more important as µ increases. In all cases, elastic attention helps reduce the consumption correlation and makes the model match the data better.
It is worth noting that in this exercise the optimal degree of attention is different for each country. That is, we fix the value of λ, the cost of obtaining information, and the degree of attention, θ, is implied by the optimal decision, (29) . Table 4 reports the implied values of θ in Table 3 for each country in each case. Table 5 shows the results obtained from the model with the elastic attention channel alone when the common noise channel is muted. It shows that the consumption correlations are in general lower for all values of θ * . Even small deviations from the FI-RE model (θ * = 0.9) drives down the consumption correlation. Table 6 shows that these results are robust when we use another version of the Penn World Tables data (PWT8.0). 24 24 For real GDP, we use RGDPna, GDP using national-accounts growth rates. Table 7 compares the other key stochastic properties of the joint dynamics of consumption and income: the relative volatility of consumption to income, the first-order autocorrelation of consumption, and the contemporaneous consumption-income correlation in individual countries between the FI-RE and RI models when θ * varies from 0.8 to 0.9. Our key result here is that RI significantly improves the performance of the model in terms of these consumption moments; for different combinations of the key parameters, θ * and µ, each model economy has more realistic consumption dynamics. Quantitatively, we can see that the improvements are significant for all countries we studied. For example, in Canada, the relative consumption volatility falls from 1 in the FI-RE case to 0.48 in the elastic attention case in which θ * = 0.9 and µ = 0, which is much closer to its empirical counterpart, 0.52. The autocorrelation rises from 0 to 0.67, which is closer to its empirical counterpart, 0.60. The consumption-income correlation falls from 1 to 0.75, which is exactly its empirical counterpart. These findings are consistent with our theoretical results obtained in Section 3.4.
The Canada-US Case
The The cross-country consumption correlation puzzle also exists in this special group. Specifically, the correlation coefficient of the change in annual real output between Canada and the U.S. is 0.87, while the corresponding consumption correlation is only 0.58. From the final five rows of Table 3 , we can see that the FI-RE model predicts that the consumption correlation should be approximately the same as the output correlation, 0.87. By contrast, in a small deviation from the FI-RE case in which we assume that the typical consumer in the U.S. has limited capacity θ * = 0.8, the elastic attention model predicts that the consumption correlation between Canada and US is only 0.56, which is much closer to its empirical counterpart (0.58). It is also clear from the same table that many combinations of θ * and µ have the potential to explain the empirical correlation well. In this special case, the low consumption correlation between the two countries is due to the two channels we discussed in our theoretical model. Specifically, one is due to the information noise that is endogenously induced by inattention. For the Canadian and the US people, their information noises have zero covariance but the presence of the common noise increases the variance of their own consumption innovations, and therefore decreases the correlation. The other channel is due to the different levels of fundamental uncertainty in the two countries. Since the variance of annual change of output in the U.S. is much larger that of Canada, the attention level in different countries would be chosen to be different. If we assume the attention level for the U.S. is 0.8 and the two countries face the same marginal information-processing cost, the attention level for Canada would be lower, which further lowers the consumption correlation.
Extension: Capital Accumulation and Endogenous Net Output
Introducing Capital Accumulation
In this section, we discuss how elastic attention affects cross-country consumption correlation in a SOE model when we consider endogenous capital accumulation. Specifically, we follow Glick and Rogoff (1995), Gruber (2002) and to model the firm sector, and assume that the production function is
where k t is the capital stock, i t is gross investment, g 2 i 2 t kt measures the loss of output due to adjustment costs (g > 0 is a constant), and a t is a multiplicative country-specific productivity shock that follows
where ρ ∈ [0, 1] is the persistence coefficient, a is the mean of the country-specific productivity shock, and ǫ t+1 is an iid Gaussian innovation with mean 0 and variance ω 2 . For simplicity, here we assume that the firm has perfect state observations.
The objective of the firm is to choose capital and investment to maximize the following profit
subject to the capital accumulation equation
for t ≥ j. Following the same procedure used in Glick and Rogoff (1995) , we can solve for the optimal capital accumulation and investment rules as follows:
where Ω = αak α g(1−λ 2 ·L) is an irrelevant constant term, L is the lag operator, λ i = ραk α gλ 2 (1−ρ) , and the eigenvalues, λ 1 ∈ (0, 1) and λ 2 > 1, satisfy λ 1 +λ 2 = 1+R−(α − 1) αak α−1 /g and λ 1 λ 2 = R. Here we assume that the firm is owned by the household. Given the inelastic labor supply assumption in this model, we are able to model consumption-saving and investment decisions separately at first and then combine the decision rules. 25 . We can now use (6), (50), and (51), to derive the innovation to consumers' perceived income as follows: 26
The above expression shows a linear relationship between the innovation to total wealth and the innovation to the aggregate productivity.
For the SOW, we have a similar expression:
where ρ * ∈ [0, 1] is the persistence coefficient, a * is the mean of the country-specific productivity shock, and ǫ * t+1 is an iid Gaussian innovation with mean 0 and variance ω * 2 . As in our benchmark model, we also assume that there is a positive contemporaneous correlation between ǫ t+1 and ǫ * t+1 : corr ǫ t+1 , ǫ * t+1 = φ.
Given the productivity processes, the productivity correlation is
where Π a = √ (1−ρ 2 )(1−ρ * 2 ) 1−ρρ * . Note that Π a = 1 when ρ = ρ * and Π a < 1 when ρ = ρ * . 25 See Glick and Rogoff (1995) and Gruber (2002) for detailed discussions on this specification. 26 The derivation of this result is available from the corresponding author upon request.
Theoretical Implications for Cross-Country Consumption Correlations
Combined with the FI-RE model proposed in Section 2.1, the change in consumption in the home country and the ROW can be written as
respectively. Using these two expressions, the international consumption correlation can thus be written as
Note that if the estimated productivity persistence parameters, ρ and ρ * , are different and less than 1, Π a < 1 and corr (c t , c * t ) > corr (a t , a * t ). This prediction contradicts the empirical evidence, just as in Section 2.3.
As shown in the benchmark model, the change in individual consumption can be expressed as
is the common noise and define µ ≡ sd(ξ t ) sd(ξt) ∈ [0, 1] to measure the relative importance of the common components of the error generated by ζ t .
After aggregating all consumers, idiosyncratic components are cancelled out. We then have the following expression for the change in aggregate consumption in terms of the productivity shocks:
In the case of µ = 0, all the endogenous noises are cancelled out
For the ROW, we have a similar expression. It is clear from these expressions that consumption adjusts gradually to productivity shocks. For different countries, the level of their fundamental uncertainty (i.e., the variance of the productivity shock) can affect optimal consumption decisions.
Different levels of the volatility of productivity shocks lead to different levels of optimal attention, θ, and thus lead to heterogenous consumption adjustments in response to the productivity shocks. 27 Just like in the benchmark model, this mechanism helps explain why the consumption correlation is lower than the income correlation under optimal attention. 27 Note that the higher θ is, the more new information a country can process.
The consumption correlation between the home country and the ROW in the presence of capital accumulation can be written as
It is clear that in the special case when µ = 0,
In addition, when θ = θ * , Π = 1, which gives the same result as in the benchmark model. As θ and θ * drift apart, the consumption correlation becomes smaller relative to the income correlation.
Quantitative Results
For the calibration exercise, we need to simulate the standard deviation of the permanent income
shock ω ζ , which equals Ξσ (ǫ t ). Ξ is given by (52). To determine Ξ and standard deviation of the productivity shock, σ (ǫ t ), we first estimate the productivity process (47) with the G7 data. Table 8 displays the estimated persistence, ρ and ρ * , and other characteristics of the process.
Following the existing literature (e.g., Glick and Rogoff 1995 and Gruber 2002) , the interest rate (R) is set to be 1.04 and the share of capital (α) is set to be 0.37, 0.52, 0.32, 0.35, 0.36, 0.46, and 0.34 for Canada, Italy, UK, France, Germany, Japan and the U.S., respectively. The depreciation rate δ is set to be 0.05. In addition, we normalize α a to 1. Glick and Rogoff (1995) also estimated that λ 1 = 0.9 and λ i = 0.36. Marquez (2004) extended the sample and reestimated λ i = 0.12, 0.23, 0.14, 0.24, 0.21, 0.44 and 0.33 for Canada, Italy, UK, France, Germany, Japan and the U.S., respectively. Here we adopt Marquez's results and use λ i = ραk α g(λ 2 −ρ) to recover the adjustment cost coefficient g for each country. Ξ can then be calculated accordingly. The same calculation procedure applies to the rest of the world, where the adjustment cost coefficient g is assumed to be 1, and the share of capital α is set to 0.33 as in Gruber (2002) . Table 9 reports simulated results alongside their empirical counterparts. Entries in the first four rows are comovements between a SOE (Canada, Italy, UK, France) and the ROW, where income and consumption of the ROW are constructed through weighted averages of the G7 excluding the country in question. In the last row, the U.S. is treated as the ROW to Canada. Furthermore, the first two columns show the correlations of first-differenced GDP and correlations of first-differenced consumption from the data. In the third column, the FI-RE model predicts that the consumption correlations are almost as high as their corresponding income correlations. The performance of the model is improved when we assume that consumers have limited and elastic attention. It is clear that the model generates much lower consumption correlations which fit the data quite well. Using the Canada-US case as an example, the consumption correlation is 0.80 under FI-RE, but is reduced to 0.56 when considering elastic attention, which matches the data perfectly. 28 In the other cases, RI still has the potential to reduce the consumption correlation and matches the data well.
Conclusion
We have examined how introducing optimal attention (or elastic attention) into an otherwise standard small open economy model changes international consumption-income correlations and the joint dynamics of consumption and income. Specifically, we have shown that a rational inattention model with agents whose attention is elastic to exogenous income processes has the potential to better explain the observed international diversification and the consumption and income correlation in four small open economies in the G7. In addition, we also found that the elastic attention assumption can also better explain the other key stochastic properties of the joint dynamics of consumption and income. Finally, we showed that considering endogenous capital accumulation does not change the main results we obtained in our benchmark model.
Appendix
Deriving International Consumption Correlations under RI
Given µ and the change in aggregate consumption expression (57), the variance of aggregate consumption growth can be written as
where we use the fact that ω 2 ξ = var (ξ t+1 ) = 1
for the ROW. Since RI-induced noises are assumed to be uncorrelated with fundamental shocks and across countries, the covariance between ∆c and ∆c * does not depend on the information noise part of the expression in (57):
Therefore, the correlation between ∆c and ∆c * can be written as:
corr(∆c, ∆c * ) = cov(∆c, ∆c * ) var(∆c) var(∆c * )
and we use the facts that ζ t ≈ 1 R−1 ε t and corr(∆y t ,
ωω * .
Deriving Other Stochastic Properties of Consumption under RI
Using the income processes proposed in Section 2.2, we have ∆y t ≈ ε t ≈ (R − 1) ζ t and var(∆y) ≈ ω 2 ≈ (R − 1) 2 ω 2 ζ . Using the variance of consumption growth we have derived in (60), we can compute the moments as follows:
and cov(∆c, ∆y) sd(∆c) sd(∆y) θ * = 0.9 θ * = 0.8 θ * = 0.9 θ * = 0.8 θ * = 0.9 θ * = 0. 
